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Abstract
We present two proof-of-concept languages (Cir-
cuits & CirQTS) that showcases how fancy types
(namely linear & dependent types) can enrich hard-
ware design tooling such that we can move existing
external static analysis checks into the language’s
type-system. Using our approach will lead to the
enhanced safety of designs, and increase in design

productivity, through early identification and re-
duction of connection errors.

This artifact presents our verified implementa-
tions (as realised in Idris2) of the simply (Circuits)
and fancily typed (CirQTS) languages, and the test
suite used to assess efficacy of our approach.
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1 Scope

Our work showcases the use of quantitative types in hardware design languages by detailing how
we can retrofit quantitative types onto SystemVerilog netlists. Netlists are gate-level descriptions
of hardware the are produced as the result of synthesis, it is from these netlists that hardware is
generated (fabless or fabbed).

Our paper presents two languages, Circuits & CirQTS. The first, Circuits, presents a simple
structural type-system for SystemVerilog netlists that demonstrates how we can type netlists using
standard structural techniques and what it means for netlists to be type-safe but still accepted
non-linearly wired designs. We then detail how to retrofit the type-system of Circuits (resulting
in CirQTS) with quantitative types and make the type-system sub-structural and detail how our
new type-safety result ensures that wires and ports are used once.
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Our work presents proof of concept languages that showcases how fancy types (namely
linear & dependent types) can enrich hardware design tooling such that we can move existing
external static analysis checks into the language’s type-system. Using our approach will lead to
the enhanced safety of designs, and increase in design productivity, through early identification
and reduction of connection errors.

This artifact presents our verified implementation of the simply (Circuits) and fancily typed
(CirQTS) languages.

2 Content

The artifact package includes:
circuits.box

A Virtual Box virtual machine that contains source code & test suites;
circuits

A copy of the source code;
circuits_doc

A copy of the IdrisDoc;
circuits_html

A copy of the katla generated html showing semantically highlighted code;
circuits.pdf

A copy of the camera-ready paper submitted to ECOOP 2023;

3 Getting the artifact

The artifact endorsed by the Artifact Evaluation Committee is available free of charge on the
Dagstuhl Research Online Publication Server (DROPS). In addition, the artifact code is also
available at: https://github.com/border-patrol/linear-circuits.

4 Tested platforms

The artifact has been packaged as a Virtual Box image using packer, and has been designed to
be run using Vagrant.

https://www.virtualbox.org/
https://www.vagrantup.com/

Both Virtual Box and Vagrant are known to work on major platforms.
Alternatively, we have provided the raw sources for the software code along side the virtural

machine box. To run these sources you will need a working installation of: Idris2, Verilator,
and Make. Details of installing the software code can be found in INSTALL.md, located in the
top-level directory of the software code.

5 License

The artifact is available under the Clear BSD license.

https://github.com/border-patrol/linear-circuits
https://www.virtualbox.org/
https://www.vagrantup.com/
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